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Innovation in the Indian Information
Technology Industry: A Study of the
Software Product Development Process*
RISHIKESHA T. KRISHNAN and GANESH N. PRABHU

We examine the Indian context for software product development and build on the general
literature on product development to develop an understanding of the software product
development process in India. We do the latter by drawing from a detailed study of six

specific software product development projects ofsix different Indian firms. The products
were chosen to provide a variety of industrial contexts, types of firms, types of markets
and levels of customisation. Based on a cross-product analysis on parameters such as
product definition and positioning, choice of product, technology, product architecture
and customisation, version management, marketing and product launch, reward and
incentive systems, and quality systems, we draw implications for software product
development by companies and for policy makers in the Indian context.
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Introduction: The Indian Software

Industry

THE INDIAN SOFTWARE industry has been one of the few significant success
stories of India’s industrial development. In 1999-2000 it recorded
revenues ofRs 243,500 million ($5.7 billion). The industry has recorded
a growth rate of more than 50 per cent in every year since 1991. It is
expected to reach a revenue level of $87 billion in 2008 (NASSCOM
2000). This growth has been achieved principally through the provision
of manpower-intensive customised software development projects and
maintenance services to foreign clients (Arora et al. 2001). Foreign
projects and service contracts are affected by business cycles in the client
countries, leading to boom and break periods in demand and employment
in the software industry. Development of software products as part of a
software firm’s portfolio is one way of reducing business cycle risks.
However, the Indian software industry has continued to be weak on the
product dimension, with NASSCOM listing ’lack of package orientation’
as the number-one weakness of the industry (NASSCOM 1999: 36).

Product

Development

in the Indian Software

Industry

Software product development has a lot of potential advantages for Indian
software companies (Krishnan and Prabhu 1999). It has the potential to
be a highly profitable activity due to the multiplier effect-the variable
cost of duplicating software packages is very low and every copy sold
therefore offers a potentially high contribution to the bottomline (assuming that support and maintenance costs are low). Product development
also enables companies to be at the leading edge of technology. There is
a high degree of prestige associated with international vendors of software
products like Oracle or Microsoft. Software product development also
potentially allows Indian software developers to unleash their creativity
and fulfil the potential for which they are internationally known. For a
number of reasons, most software companies have stayed away from
products. Even industry majors like Infosys Technologies, the first Indian
software firm to be listed on a US stock exchange, have, after setting
ambitious targets for software product development, finally moved the
other way. Infosys revenues from software products were less than 2 per
cent of their total revenues in 1998-99 (SEC 1999), though at one time
they hoped to achieve a target of 40 per cent of revenue from products
by 2000.’
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From the software

industry’s point of view, there are good reasons to

stay away from developing products. Software services enable Indian

companies to be highly profitable with relatively low risks in contrast to

product development that involves large initial investments and uncertain
future returns. The provision of services has been a natural transition for
these companies from ’body-shopping’, which was their means of entering the software export business. Indian companies were initially content
to leave most of the conceptualisation and design of a software solution
to a client-appointed information technology consultant and undertake
the coding and implementation themselves. Such software projects tend
to be well defined with clear deliverables. Indian software service

com-

panies also believe that there is scope to go up the value chain in ways
other than product development such as through consulting and system
design.
The software services model is based on limited client-specific relationship marketing to generate business, and project and quality management
to execute it. In contrast, to make money from software product development, it is essential to capture value through the marketing part of the
value chain. The limited demand potential of the Indian domestic market
and the large geographical distance from the biggest market for packaged
software, the United States, make software product marketing a difficult
proposition. Further, product maintenance over the life-cycle of a product
is expensive as is providing support in multiple worldwide locations.
There have traditionally also been problems with software piracy and
the lack of local venture capital that have made software product development in India even more difficult.

Product

Development

and Innovation in India

The lack of product development in the Indian software industry is part
of a larger pattern of limited product innovation that characterises Indian
industry in all sectors of the economy (Krishnan and Prabhu 1999). Much
of this is the legacy of a protected economy in which innovation was
unnecessary and even thwarted by protective government policy. The
scarcity of investment capital made most entrepreneurs averse to risk.
Many engineering products manufactured in India were governed by
technology licensing agreements that placed restrictions on their slightest
physical modification or even the improvement of products. Import restrictions made it difficult for companies to source particular components
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skills and capabilities they lacked from external sources. Scarcity of
design skills and experience, lack of appropriate engineering resources,
lack of a strong market orientation and centralised control by business
family heads have been some of the other constraints to product develop-

or

ment in other sectors.

However, in recent years there has been increased interest in product
development in Indian companies in general. In a competitive and
crowded marketplace, the ability to develop and launch new products
has gained in importance, both to create differentiation as well as excitement in the marketplace. Companies like Mahindra and Mahindra, Tata
Engineering, TVS Suzuki and Bajaj Auto have been at the forefront of
this trend of increased product development in India.
The Indian software industry might be expected to be even more adventurous than other industries as it is free of the legacy of the companies
in other sectors. However, as discussed above, this has not been the case
in spite of the large potential of the software products business.

Lessons from Studies

on

Physical

Product

Development

The existing literature on product development (largely from developed
country and physical product contexts) is indicative of the issues that
are relevant and need to be explored in understanding the software product
development process in a developing country context. The key objectives
in product development are: (a) minimising time to market; and (b) maximising the fit between customer requirements and product characteristics
(Schilling and Hill 1998). Achieving these objectives helps a company
recoup its development costs and make a reasonable economic return in
a highly uncertain environment. Companies seek to get to market early,
develop products with ’integrity’ (Clark and Fujimoto 1990), make optimum use of development and other resources, and develop not one, but
a stream of new products over time.
Contemporary management research advises companies to pay
adequate attention to the ’fuzzy’ front end of the product development
process (Khurana and Rosenthal 1997), listen to the voice of the customer
(Griffin and Hauser 1993), improve intra-organisational communication,
develop a common language to communicate and share product development ideas, and deploy cross-functional teams in a structured product
development process (Ulrich and Eppinger 1995).
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At the strategic level, a clearly articulated strategic intent (Hamel and
Prahalad 1989), a development strategy that chooses the right set of
strategy
projects and helps integrate strategic planning with R&D
(Wheelwright and Clark 1992), strong top management involvement at
early stage of the project, empowerment of project leaders as ’heavyweight project managers’ (Clark and Fujimoto 1990), transferring and
leveraging skills and competencies across the company (Prahalad and
Hamel 1990), and setting targets for revenues from new products are in
vogue. Within the organisation the top management is urged to create an
organisational climate in which honest failures are tolerated, creativity
is rewarded and inter-functional and inter-divisional barriers are lowered

(Kanter et al. 1997).
Software Products and Software Product

Development

Computer software is the stored, machine-readable code that instructs a
computer to carry out specific tasks. The three types of software are
(Mowery 1999: 133):
Programs used to generate applications to retrieve, organise,
manage and manipulate data. Examples: database programs, programmer tools, computer-aided software engineering products.
2. Applications: Programs designed to solve specific problems
inherent across all industries or in a particular industry or business
function. Examples: word processors, spreadsheets, industry1. Tools:

3.

specific applications.
System-level software: Programs that control the
operations of a computer. Examples: operating systems,
controlling network operations.

internal
software

All these types of software can be provided in either ’standard’ or
’customised’ form. The term software product generally refers to a traded,
standard software program, though some of the more complex forms of
software products involve some degree of customisation as well.
A classification of software development companies proposes looking
at professional service companies, enterprise solution companies and
mass market product companies (Hoch et al. 2000).
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A recent study of the computer software industry (Mowery
made the following observations relevant to this study:

1999) has

1. The low physical capital intensity and high human capital intensity
associated with this industry have enabled national influences,
rather than the industry-specific influences commonly associated
with mass production technologies, to affect the industry throughout its development.
2. The US is the largest market for packaged software-in 1997 its
size was $52 billion according to the US Department of Commerce
(quoted in ibid.: 135). Packaged software is most important in the
US market (75 per cent of traded software) than in any other market.
3. User-producer linkages (emphasis on ’user friendliness’ and
adaptation to local operating conditions) are most important in the
case of application software (compared to tools or operating
systems), and this might explain the relatively lower dominance
of US-based players in the application software market.
4. The central position of the US market as the ’test bed’ for developing new applications in such areas as networking and the Internet
reflects the enduring importance of user-producer interactions in
the software industry. Regardless of the national origin of the hardware on which new software operates, US-located software firms
will have advantages over firms without a presence in the market.
5. The offshore structure of production is not well suited to the short
development cycles, rapid prototyping and high responsiveness to
user needs that are essential for packaged software development.
Proximity to users is essential in this product line.

Another recent study (Hoch et al. 2000) that tried to establish the secrets
of successful software companies suggests that:
1. The top two management issues facing enterprise solution companies are partnering and service strategy. In partnering, leaders
must find the balance between giving away the optimal amount of
power and revenues to their partners while keeping some for themselves. And, more fundamentally, they must decide whether to build
deeper relationships with fewer partners, who may limit their
market size, or to share a larger market with many partners (while
potentially offering implementation support to ensure quality). The
service strategy issue is whether to grow revenues with products
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and services combined or to maintain organisational focus on the
product business only.
2. In the mass market product segment, companies must have true
marketing pizzazz-from staging impressive PR events, to advertising value propositions, to enforcing product cannibalisation, to
convincing millions of customers to ’buy now’. Another important
issue is how quickly to internationalise.
The existing literature on product development is largely derived from
studies on physical products. However, software products have some
special features that make them interesting to study. Software cannot be
used in a vacuum. It is dependent on hardware and operating systems,
both of which are changing fast. Software products have also increasingly
to be compatible with other products and to be usable across platforms.
Software products are often easy to replicate, either through piracy or
copying key features. Providing adequate protection of intellectual property rights is difficult.
The actual mass production of software products costs very little but
product development costs and marketing costs can be very high. So can
the cost of maintaining and servicing a product over its lifetime. Users
expect frequent upgrades and the option to shift to an upgrade at a (small)
incremental price. Yet upgrades have to be compatible with earlier versions and often retain features that users have become accustomed to.
Once the user gets used to a particular package, there may be a ’lock-in’
effect.

The Research Problem

Our review of the literature suggests that, with a few exceptions, there is
little work on the process of software product development within the
context of the new product development paradigm. The Indian software
industry provides a fascinating research context where there is an abundance of programming and other software skills, but a small proportion
of revenue from packaged software products. The Indian software industry sources believe that ’innovation can flourish only in an ecosystem
that has the elements of market, money, university, cluster of companies,
attitudes, culture and the appropriate regulatory and legal environment’
(Desai 1998) or that software product development requires ’an R&D
culture, market intelligence, skills to develop user-friendly software and
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documentation, availability of funds and special marketing skills’ (Mehta
1998). Our intention in this study is to understand the role of these factors
as well as the process of initiation and implementation of software product

development projects.
Thus, our research objectives are:
in-depth look at the packaged software product
efforts
undertaken by Indian companies and what
development
lessons can be leamt from these.
2. To understand the key environmental, strategic and organisational
factors affecting software product development in the Indian
l. A detailed and

context.

.

Methodology
Our unit of analysis is the software product development project. For
each product we traced the process of initiation and implementation of
the development effort within the firm, principally through in-depth interviews with members of the product development team. The products
were chosen to provide a variety of industrial contexts, types of firms,
types of markets and levels of customisation. We have looked at commercial successes and failures, products selling in large volumes, niche
products and products that have emerged from customised software
development experiences. By a process of analysis and synthesis, we
have drawn key learnings regarding software product development in
the Indian context.

Research Sites: The Products and the Companies
in which They were Developed

products studied and the companies in which they
developed are given in Table 1. In the paragraphs that follow, we
provide a short description of each firm-product pair.
Summaries of the

were

BANCS 2000 and

Infosys Technologies

Infosys Technologies is one of the largest software firms in India and
the first Indian software firm to be listed on the US stock exchange,
NASDAQ. Its major business is in software services, with revenues from
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TABLE 1
Products Studied

software products being less than 2 per cent of its total revenues. It is
known for its high levels of management and corporate governance.
The development of BANCS 2000 owes its inception to a pilot project
for bank computerisation initiated by the Indian Banks Association in
1989. Infosys was one of eight firms chosen for participation in this
project. Infosys decided to create a ’foundation framework’ and an integrated approach to this development, even though this delayed the first
deliveries, in the hope of being able to create a more robust, and easily
expandable and scalable solution for marketing to other banks. The major
challenge faced by Infosys has been to meet customer expectations for
customisation and an offering differentiated from that delivered to other
customers, while at the same time maintaining a single code base (believed by Infosys to be an important aspect of product development).
The formal inauguration of the product took place in 1994 though some
branches were already working with this product earlier.
A major revision of the product was undertaken in 1997 to enable it to
meet the requirements of foreign banks, like multi-currency operations
and centralised banking operations. Subsequently, the product has been
e-enabled through a new utility called BankAway. The product has been
adopted by some Indian private sector banks and has found markets in
South-East Asia and the Middle East. It faces tough competition from at
least ten major competing products worldwide. As the product requires
a relatively high level of customisation, a key factor in influencing
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prospective sales is the demonstration of installations with high-profile
customers abroad. Banking products remain the only significant product
offering of Infosys as other products developed earlier for retailing and
warehousing were spun off into a separate company, Yantra Corporation,
based in the US. The stake of Infosys in Yantra was subsequently reduced
to a minority.
Marshal and Ramco

Systems

Ramco Systems is part of a large south Indian industrial group with major
interests in cement and building materials. The vision of creating a worldclass software product company revolving around enterprise applications
goes back to the late 1980s when the Vice Chairman and founder of
Ramco Systems was a graduate student in the United States.
Product development on Marshal started in 1989 and the first release
was in 1993, based on a strong technical architecture that was conceived
a year earlier. A number of releases followed in the Indian market till
1995. A major effort to upgrade the product to international standards
followed with about 400 software professionals involved, leading to the
release of version 3.0 in 1997. Version 3.0 combined good functionality
with strong product architecture and was launched in multiple international markets.
The product has been relatively successful in certain markets and geographies-for example, HR in British legacy markets (Malaysia, Singapore, India, the UK); enterprise asset management in capital-intensive
industries such as power, gas, aluminium where maintenance is critical;
and process industries like food, chemicals and textiles as the modelling
in the software was well suited to these businesses. The installed base as
of May 2000 was 156 customers in 650 locations, and 11,000 users in
eleven countries. The largest implementation is in the Swatch group
(seventeen locations). The product was e-enabled and relaunched as
e.Applications in 1999.
EX and Tata

Consultancy

Services

Tata Consultancy Services (TCS) is the largest software firm in India
and part of the Tata group of companies. While a large part of their
revenue is from software project implementation, TCS has pioneered or
developed several software products in India, such as ISBS, Quartz,
eTreasury and Inter Branch Reconciliation System, Asset Liability
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area of
EX
in
and
Personal
Accountant
EX
Next
Generation
accounting;
banking;
TARABS, Insurance Product Designer, Quotation and Underwriting
System in Insurance and Network Custodial Service in securities; and
Hospital Management System, SmartClinic and AcuBase in healthcare.
It has developed several software development tools such as MasterCraft,
Adex and Assent that offer it an edge in software product development.
EX is TCS’s major mass-marketed packaged software. Positioned as
the world’s friendliest accounting software, this software is amenable
for single-person, small business and large firm accounting. It was
launched in 1991 in a then computer-averse Indian environment with an
innovative play that featured well-known Hindi stage actors, and depicted
the changing nature of accounting and the derived benefits in a small
business environment through computerisation. At that time customised
software developers dominated the market in accounting software. The
few Indian branded products available were from minor players. On the
other hand foreign brands were not suited to the Indian market and highly
priced. The problem was compounded by the low level of after-sales
support and low awareness of the benefits of using accounting software.
To counter this scenario the launch was a major media event with large
newspaper advertisements and information brochures being distributed.
The present product, EX Next Generation 1.5, is a comprehensive
business accounting software with document designer and extensive
reporting capabilities for medium-sized business. For larger corporations
with higher volume requirements, EX Next Generation 1.5 Multi-User
is positioned as a robust, reliable and extendable accounting solution.
The product was developed over several versions-both in feature upgradation from small single-user-based to multi-user-based versions,
increasing capacity (TCS’s own accounts are run on EX) to international
versions. The product was distributed effectively through ‘Keydealers’
and direct ’Keymen’ commission agents, and backed by online user support and an effective user feedback through a registration process that
was linked to upgrades. Attractive package design, multiple computer
media options and bundled offers supported sales. A ’transparent’ hardware lock (that did not block a port) protected the software from piracy.
TCS considers this a conceptually strong user-friendly product that is
feature-rich and affordably priced. EX offers instant off-the-shelf installation and training. It is backed by judicious promotion with a consistent
story on user friendliness. Since its launch, upgrades of the software for
new features were essentially through software layering and add-on

Management Tool, BankOn, ABM and eBank Works in the
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coding over the basic software. The product is estimated to have 80,000
users. It has won the Best Software Product Award from the Computer
Society of India, the Most Popular Software Award, the Best Packaging
Award and the Best Communication Award.
At present an independent team is working on a major restructuring
of the EX package-to enhance equality, features and performance by
using an entirely new software code built using internally developed
software tools while retaining a major part of the graphic user interface
that is familiar to EX’s present users.

InPage

and

Concept

Software

Concept Software is a small firm based in Delhi, promoted by two engineering graduate classmates from the Indian Institute of Technology,
Kanpur. The partnership firm started with several small product development projects for clients worldwide with mixed success. The last of these
software projects was to develop a Russian language word-processing
software. While the project was not a commercial success, the partners
gained valuable knowledge in the design and development of generic
word processing software. They found that the best application area for
this knowledge was in the development of Arabic script based word processing software.
Unlike English that requires only a simple placement of letters next to
each other, and Hindi that can be written by simple placement of letters
and extensions next to each other, the Arabic script uses compound lettering that require complex changes in the shapes of basic letters as
extensions are added. This means that while the number of characters
are limited (unlike the large number of characters in the Chinese script),
a simple set of characters and extensions (as in Hindi or English) are
insufficient for Arabic scripts. Words have to be built by developing
complex shapes within a single ’picture’ as multiple characters are added.
Arabic script software available before InPage made compromises in
the authentic shapes of the script (to suit software limitations) that were
aesthetically unacceptable (in communities that view the Arabic script
as an aesthetic form) and difficult to read. The better newspapers and
books therefore did not use such compromised software and relied on
slower handwritten calligraphy.
Concept Software was the first and only firm to build an Arabic script
software that used an internally developed compounded lettering scripting
technology for a limited set of Arabic-based languages. An employee
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trained in classical Arabic scripts and trained by the partners in computer
programming helped the firm develop a very large library of compounded
Arabic letters that appeared and changed on screen as individual alphabets
were typed in using a conventional keyboard. They also developed a set
of readymade and commonly used Arabic mastheads as graphic files
within the package. These were popular Arabic verses and quotations
that were scripted into very complex aesthetic shapes that could not be
created through the keyboard. Both the compounded lettering and readymade graphics files made InPage the undisputed best Arabic software
available.
Concept Software launched InPage with a software lock at a fairly
high price (it used multiple floppies). However, the software lock was
soon broken and the package was pirated widely at low prices in the UK,
and through the UK to several Arab countries. Concept subsequently
built an improved version (on one compact disk) and marketed it at a
lower price than its first version with a hardware lock that has not been
broken so far.
The product is a worldwide monopoly and no product of comparative
quality and features exists. Almost all Arabic newspapers and publishers
in the world use one of the two versions of InPage. However the pirated
low-priced copies of the earlier version of InPage represents the major
competition for the new version released by the firm, especially in the
individual purchase market. The market for this product is largely outside
India and its marketing is primarily done through the firm’s agents in
the UK.
MakESS and Easter Software

Systems

Eastern Software Systems (ESS) is a small software firm based in Delhi
that has built an enterprise resource planning (ERP) software package,
MakESS, targeted at small firms. Competing ERP products from SAP
and BAAN are priced at well over Rs 2.5 million-far too expensive for
small Indian firms who cannot afford such high investments and do not
see commensurate benefits that justify such a price. On the other hand,
low-featured customised versions that sell for Rs 100,000 or less in India
are quite unreliable.
Seeing the gap develop in the small firm market for ERP software,
ESS developed MakESS in three interlinked versions-an entry-level
human resource management package for about Rs 100,000 (this is useful
for almost any product or service organisation), a second full version
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suitable for non-manufacturing firms at Rs 500,000 (including the human
package) and a third full version for manufacturing firms at
Rs 800,000. With over 100 installations in India, some in fairly large
multi-location firms, MakESS has occupied a niche as a relatively lowcost, value-for-money ERP package in India.
The firm promotes modification of business practices to suit software
implementation but, unlike larger ERP firms, is relatively more willing
to customise the package for specific requirements by charging additionally on a programmer man-month basis. By making the package highly
user friendly and targeting firms in specific industries that can inherently
adapt easily to it, the firm saves on installation costs, customisation programming costs and support costs. Pursuing this marketing strategy, ESS
has built an innovative add-on special module for milk procurement
activities in milk cooperatives (a specialised application not available in
standard ERP software) and is targeting hundreds of milk cooperative
plants throughout India through the National Dairy Development Board.
The firm recently released its Web ERP version on a ’no initial feelow monthly charge’ basis. The firm sees the Web-based version as an
extension of the market to smaller firms rather than a shift in the core
market of larger firms that are likely to opt for intranet-based structures.
Major software firms worldwide have reposed faith in ESS as they hold
equity stakes in the firm.
resource

Spectrum

’

and RiteChoice

Technologies

Spectrum is the outcome of a decade-long effort to provide a product
that could manage all the essential operations of a stockbroker. Started
as a partnership in 1988-89, its first product was launched in 1989 and
reflected ’stockbroking as taught by brokers’. A LAN-based, scaled-up
version was launched in 1991. RiteChoice was started in 1992. A new
prototype concept was subsequently created in 1995, and upgraded and
ported to Oracle as Spectrum 2000E.
The Spectrum product has client-server architecture, and can handle
back-office (clearing, settlement, brokerage) and middle-office (risk
management) functions for multiple exchanges, multiple locations and
multiple instruments. It is designed for large brokerages with multiple
branches and many sub-brokers. A feature of product development at
RiteChoice has been the intense academic study of the broking process
that preceded product development. A concept paper incorporating stateof-the-art practices in the area formed the basis for subsequent coding
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and product design. Experts vetted it before the actual product engineering
took place. Their knowledge-intensive approach has been acknowledged
by the investment of IT major Intel in this company.

Findings
Product Definition and

and Discussion

Positioning

The important aspects of software product development are clear
definition of the target market, the need being met and the distinctiveness
or competitive edge of the product being offered (most visible in MakESS,
Spectrum, InPage and later versions of Marshal). Clarity on these issues
enables a clear definition of the product itself, which is essential for development of a product that has integrity, and that can be developed in a
reasonable time frame without creeping functionality. While it may not
be possible to do all this the first time around, especially in a complex
product, a successful product developer will come to terms with these
issues sooner rather than later (like Marshal to a large extent, and to a
smaller extent BANCS 2000).
Early product definition is more likely to happen rapidly in a ’product
company’ (Marshal) than a ’services company’ (BANCS 2000) also making products, as in the latter there is a conflicting culture of incremental

changes to meet emerging customer requirements. A product company
is more likely to put a stronger hold on functionality for each version.
Developing products for highly regulated industries in emerging
markets necessitates the ability to keep track of new notifications and
other developments, and to continually update and upgrade the product.
RiteChoice found that new transaction types and new instruments allowed
by the Securities and Exchange Board of India over time necessitated
frequent changes in the product. On the research side, they have to be
continually ready for introduction of these new features at short notice.

Company Size

and Choice of Product

For small companies niche products are an effective way of entering the
product market (InPage, Spectrum, and to some extent MakESS, though
it actually has quite a large market). Typically, niche products that address
specific, usually narrower or lower needs of a small group of users, are
less complex. They are more customised and can be developed in shorter
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time-frames, and typically do not need huge development resources. The
absence of a strong network of independent software vendors, however,
makes it difficult for these niche products to reach the relevant, and possibly distributed, market as it is prohibitively expensive to set up a separate

marketing network for a single product or a small group of products.
This problem exists in international markets as well, though the challenge
in that case would be to set up a partner network that would enable greater
market access and penetration (InPage).
Software product development requires major investments in development time and money. Larger firms can hire developers and invest for
long periods in developing new products either supported by revenues
from customised software development (BANCS 2000) or implicitly by
other businesses of the business group (Marshal). Smaller firms can also
do so if supported by larger firms (MakESS). Smaller firms with little
external support often have to depend on client firms that are willing to
allow them to develop and experiment with new products at their cost as
long as they get a reasonably customised product for themselves. Therefore, there is a link between the value of the product, and the size and
staying power of the company.
The strongest, inimitable, knowledge-based competencies seem to be
in the small companies-in the case of InPage, character and image manipulation ; in the case of Spectrum, knowledge of stockbroking and related
issues. The presence of a strong core group facilitates this process. In
the case of InPage software development, the two partners-promotersclassmates had been working together on several related ventures to build
up the knowledge base. They also internally trained a person with classical
Urdu knowledge from a traditional Urdu school to work on software
design-a unique combination that is possibly an inimitable asset for
the firm. In the case of Spectrum, about one-third of the total strength of
about sixty people were working on the product for at least five years.
The.founder, Rangarajan, focused on the product and the stockbroking
sector for over a decade. The larger companies seem to have a distinctive
competence in tool development and building powerful architectures
for their products. Is there any way of putting these together?

Technology Push

or

Market Pull?

Software product development can happen by either technology push or
by market pull. Indian firms seem to have been driven more by the former
than by the latter. BANCS 2000 started with a specific requirement of a
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(external market pull), but later became technology driven (clientserver) ; InPage was competence driven-the firm wanted to know how
to leverage the competence it had already developed in image and character manipulation. Marshal started with problem solving within an industry group. The firm also had a desire to become a product player and
became technology driven. Evidently, consistent success in software development depends on developing an iterative focus on technology push
and market pull, never allowing one or the other to become dominant.
Competitive advantages can emerge from either of the two.
Products can become more powerful by identifying and focusing on
latent needs. For example, RiteChoice found that brokers did not have
adequate information and control over how much they were funding
their sub-brokers. Setting limits for each sub-broker by itself was not
enough as there would be an opportunity loss associated with one or
more sub-brokers not utilising their allotment fully. They therefore integrated a dynamic mode of risk management of sub-broker accounts into
their product. This contrasts with Marshal, which was more dependent
bank

on

information from consultants and others about customers’ needs.

Choices of Technology and Product Architecture

Technology and architecture choices are important as they have a continuing impact on the evolution of the product. Choice of a robust technology
or framework facilitates upgrades and addition of features, while at the
same time ensuring compatibility with other hardware and software products. These technological choices are particularly important for complex
and high-value products that are likely to be in use by a customer over
an extended cycle of up to ten years (Marshal, BANCS 2000).
While technology is an area of strength for Indian software product
developers, there is also a tendency to try and solve any problem with a
technology solution rather than a marketing solution. This makes the
engineering activity more complex, delays development and diverts
attention from marketing decisions (BANCS 2000). On the other hand
firms sometimes try to avoid adding features that were initially not considered important enough to be addressed but are in increasing demand
from the market as they involve major changes in the basic software
architecture and therefore extensive rewriting of code (BANCS 2000,
EX). Once the market demand is persistent, the need is met initially by
overlaying the basic software with an add-on layer to address the needa compromise solution that increases processing time but reduces feature
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development time. Eventually such features that emerge as essential over
time are built into the main product only when the product is entirely reengineered (EX) by a fresh software development team that has to often
ignore all the software code written earlier as it is too complex to reuse!
Product Architecture and Customisation

Customisation of software products is relatively easier if the software is
architectured to be modular and layered. Modular and layered architectures, however, compromise on processing speed and other output
performance parameters. Therefore, customised software development
for single clients usually adopts more integral architectures to provide
superior performance. However, once successful at a single client stage,
if such software is expanded into a product with the same integral
architecture, it poses severe problems for both new feature building and
customisation. Software layering over the basic integral architecture
becomes the preferred route in such cases, thus decreasing performance
but allowing customised software to be ’productised’. However, with
each layering, the product becomes more and more difficult to modify,
leading to a situation where eventually a major re-engineering becomes
essential.
An important decision in the product design and architecture is which
variables to hard-code on and which ones to parameterise (BANCS 2000).
Hard-coding allows for faster software development, and higher processing speed and performance. However, it compromises on flexibility
for both the customer and the developer. From the customer’s point of
view, hard coding makes related policy changes in the application (that
requires changes in the software product settings) difficult to implement
without reworking the code. A pre-parameterised code allows the
customer to make such changes internally and rapidly. However, it also
requires the customer to maintain security features so that unauthorised
persons do not make parameter changes. More importantly, it also
requires the customer to think carefully into the future and estimate the
range of parameterisation that may be required. Some firms that are also
involved in customised software development found that customers of
customised software were often not willing to do such ad-vanced thinking.
They preferred hard coding to meet present software performance requirements rather than going for parameterisation that involved higher
development time and had uncertain utility in the future. However, from
the software product developer’s point of view, parameterisation is
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essential in many areas and desirable in others, so that product features
can be enhanced as customer requirements and expectations increase.
To do so, the developer needs a detailed understanding of the usage
environment and possible changes that are likely to occur in it. In the
relative absence of this understanding, developers have to depend on
user needs statements that may be inadequate and often compromise on
future flexibility through parameterisation. This creates difficulties in
the conversion of initially customised software into potentially packaged
software products.
z

Customisation- and Version

Management

One of the major trade-offs in software product development is between
adding new and customer-demanded features as and when they are
discovered, either incrementally in the existing product, thus creating a
range of minor version releases; or retaining each version for longer
periods while customising those features for those who demand them,
thus creating a range of customised version releases. Firms do not seem
to have arrived at an effective way of making this trade-off.
Where some of the customisation is requested by the client firm in
order to trade off against making changes in the existing work flow, the
software firms have sought to persuade the client into making work flow
changes on the groands that the software incorporates best practice in
work flow design (Marshal, BANCS 2000). However, where the client
firm does not agree to making these changes, smaller firms are more
likely to agree on greater customisation (MakESS) while larger ones are
likely to either opt out of such projects or not to market their products to
firms that are likely to make such demands (Marshal). Smaller firms can
enjoy an edge over larger firms by agreeing to higher levels of mutually
justifiable customisation compared to larger firms that seemingly cannot
manage the complexities of customisation given their larger client base
and a larger internal developmental staff.
The degree of customisation that the software allows its users is a key
factor for its acceptance. In a high-value, complex product, it may be
advisable to allow a higher degree of customisation as this could provide
a competitive edge (BANCS 2000). Marshal seems to have used this
effectively by charging well for customisation. MakESS seems to allow
a greater degree of customisation to take place if demanded and rely on
the higher user-friendliness of the software to reduce the incidence of
customisation as it takes away their limited number of good software
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.

engineers from development. However, version control is a major concern
from the software maintenance point of view.
Marketing

and Product Launch

In practically all the products studied, there seemed to be an underutilisation of partnerships with other firms, particularly for marketing.

Forging such partnerships could overcome the problem of setting up
expensive marketing channels all over the world for what is essentially a
limited product pipeline. While large companies like Ramco and Infosys
could conceivably hope to set up a sales network in the medium term,
for small companies like Concept Software partnerships are perhaps the
only way to reach the market effectively, though new channels like sales
the Internet offer an alternative.
release is very important, particularly in external
markets and in the context of shortening life-cycles of product categories
themselves. By the time Ramco launched its version 3.0 in international
markets, the market for ERP software was beginning to mature. Their
late entry was partly compensated by their simpler design and reduced
cost of implementation, but other problems like lack of endorsement
from the big Six’ consulting firms, lack of an implementation methodology, and inflexibility in hardware and software platform choice could
not be comprehensively overcome.’
over

Timing of product

Reward and Incentive

Systems

Top management support is important but not sufficient to ensure the
growth of a product culture within a services company. Given the longer
gestation period for products and the greater uncertainty involved, reward
and incentive systems have to be made more attractive to get the best
developers involved in product development activity (BANCS 2000).
On the other hand developers are interested in acquiring new skills and
are therefore willing to work at comparatively low salaries as long as
they are in projects that use the latest software tools and technologies
(EX) that have broader applications and can help them secure higher
paying positions abroad. Projects that offer limited scope for lateral or
upward movement due to their narrow application scope or relatively
dated nature of tools and technologies used have difficulty in attracting
developers. This is especially true when the mainstream customised development activity of the firm offers developers better and more varied
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application scope and range of software tools and technologies (BANCS
2008).
Quality Systems
An essential aspect of developing world-class products is the establishment of effective quality systems within the product development project
and across the organisation. Large firms like TCS and Infosys have de-

veloped elaborate quality systems for their customised software development projects. They have sought to extend these systems to software
product development. However, this is difficult in most cases. Initial
(first version) software development often takes a relatively ad hoc development route due to the high levels of uncertainty regarding potential
customers and their requirements, and the large range of software development paths to choose from. Often the firm’s standard quality systems
come in at the point when a first workable version is available and are
then quickly adapted to meet the need of controlling quality of commercial versions and releases. At that stage their quality systems are like
their systems for customised software development. On the other hand
pure product companies like Ramco and ESS have had a quality system
in place from the initial stages of product development and have improved
them with experience.
Implications

for

Companies

Product development requires discipline-in analysis, decision making
and implementation. It involves intuitive understanding of markets, users
and their needs combined with creative problem solving, elegant design
and robust architecture. It needs to be led by developers and engineers
who are sensitive to the market, and marketers who are appreciative of
engineering constraints. More effective cross-functional working and
integration across these groups facilitate better and early product
definition.
There is a need for better version management and strategic product
planning, which are currently underdeveloped areas in most companies.
This needs people who have an overall understanding of the structure
and technology of the product, an in-depth understanding of the market
and its trends, an ability to forecast customer needs and tap on latent
needs. Such people need to use all these to plan versions that are
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technically designed to allow for faster development and release, yet are
robust to allow customer- or developer-based modifications, and flexible
enough to allow enhanced versions to be developed without complete
re-engineering. This indeed is a tall order for one person and firms that
have the benefit of one or more such people have a definite edge in
software product development in the long run.
Companies need to have a subtle understanding of the issues related
to customisation and version

management. Customisation is not neces-

sarily contradictory to a product approach; very successful products like
SAP R/3 require a high degree of customisation. What is important though
is understanding which features need to be in the core product, what
to be user definable, and how to manage customised
add-ons and modifications through the version upgrade path. Managing
these trade-offs again requires close inter-functional working between
the design, engineering, marketing and support groups. These capabilities
will improve as companies go through repeated product iterations. To
ensure that this learning takes place, companies need to put in place
comprehensive review mechanisms.
Companies need to be careful in converting customised solutions
developed for particular users into products. While the learning gained
from customised solutions will have value in developing a related product,
direct movement from the former to the latter is likely to result in limited
acceptance by a wider group of customers.
Companies interested in developing the product business need to create
a broader product pipeline to help justify the investments in creating a
product marketing infrastructure. Products with a medium to high level
of complexity and with well-defined and easy-to-address markets are
good candidates for development by Indian companies. Companies with
non-competing products could look at forming a marketing consortium
to lower international marketing and support costs.
Smaller companies seem to be better at building inimitable competencies and domain expertise while large companies seem to be good
at developing appropriate tools and building new (software) technological
frameworks. Small and large companies need to find ways of working
together to use these complementary and mutually reinforcing advantages. Large companies interested in the product business may find it
advantageous to identify small companies with strong competencies and
domain expertise as acquisition targets.
Service companies interested in developing the product business need
to create separate incentive and reward systems to help motivate

parameters need
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employees working on product development. In addition to ensuring
that product development takes place on the latest platforms and with
contemporary technology, given the longer time horizon of product
development, product developers need to be compensated with stock
options on terms different from those used for people in the service
business.
To make the

more market oriented,
in
MBAs
the
product development
companies may like to hire
business. They can also encourage their senior developers, particularly
those playing a managerial role, to take courses in marketing and strategy.

product development activity
more

Implications

for

Policy

our study that while the best combination is a high
domain
of
expertise and technological competence, the latter is
degree
more common than the former. The relatively low sophistication of most
Indian user industries makes genuine domain expertise hard to find.
Government policies that continue to emphasise that Indian industry
needs to be globally competitive and that opening the Indian market to
foreign competition is likely to increase the sophistication of domestic
industry and indirectly help software product developers acquire domain

It is evident from

expertise.
In the early years of the software industry the government provided
export marketing support through a finance scheme operated by the Exim
Bank. Given the difficulties in creating an infrastructure of product marketing in foreign markets, the government may like to formulate a new
scheme for one-time support to Indian software companies in jointly
creating a marketing system outside India. Whether this can be done
within the WTO framework needs further investigation.
Steps to deepen the internal market for software products will help
Indian software companies develop more products. One of the key
measures in this direction is the prevention of software piracy and the
protection of intellectual property. The government should continue and
intensify policies to check software piracy and identify new ways of
protecting intellectual property in software. Government norms for purchase of software for internal use should protect intellectual property,
and select the best software available anywhere in the world rather than
favour indigenously developed software.
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Conclusions and the Future: Are Products Important Any More?
Should Indian Software Companies Try to Develop New Products?

A number of Indian software companies that started on the product route
(for example, Mastek and Wipro Systems) have since changed track and
become predominantly software service companies. Software service
companies such as Infosys that at one time set ambitious targets for
revenues from software products have changed their mind. Our study
confirms that successful product development is not easy. Should Indian
software companies fight against these odds and commit resources to

product development?
Given the physical distance of India from the world’s largest market
for software products, the United States, it is unlikely that Indian companies can be successful in the development of products with very short
life-cycles and low prices. There does, however, seem to be an opportunity
for Indian companies to develop products of intermediate to high complexity with longer life-cycles. Smaller companies could focus on
products of intermediate complexity targeted at niche markets. The emergence of the Internet and electronic commerce as a sales and delivery
channel opens a new route to reach out to customers outside India. Product
functionality can also be made available to customers all over the world
through Application Service Providers (ASP). The ASP route opens up
new possibilities for alliances and partnerships.
Indian companies can also use their software technology skills to drive
technology-based products such as tools and specialised utilities. The
new technology framework VirtualWorks developed by Ramco Systems
is an example of this type of product.
With the penetration of computers in the Indian market, both among
businesses and homes, increasing, there will also be greater opportunities
for products targeted at the Indian market. But the strongest argument in
favour of developing products is the gradual erosion of the cost advantage
of Indian software companies primarily due to increase in employee costs.
If it were not for the tremendous demand-supply gap in the global software industry, perhaps Indian software companies would have been facing a different situation than they are today. New entrants to the software
industry like companies from China are reported to be making rapid
advances in developing their skills and have significant cost advantages
over Indian companies. Product development is one way for Indian software companies to strengthen their competitive position in the long run.
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NOTES
1. Interview of D.N.

1996

2.

on

Prahlad, Senior Vice President at Infosys, June
web3.asial.com.sg/timesnet/data/ab/docs/ab1008.html).
See S. Sadagopan’s website http://www.iitb.ac.in/ss. He is an expert
resource planning (ERP) systems.

(http://

enterprise
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